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Early shoots...

EU-FOSSA

Methodology
Inventory of FOSS used at the EC
Public survey
Formal code reviews

Background: CC-BY-2.0 USDA; product logos used solely for illustration
Welcome growth...

EU-FOSSA 2

- Increased Budget
- Expanded scope
- New ideas

€2.6M

Background: CC0; MEP photos: European Parliament
Bug bounties
First time by the EU institutions
6 weeks
28 participants
5 bounties paid
Main Bug Bounty programme

Call for Tenders

1.6 M€ budget
>20 activities
Critical OSS targeted
Including high rewards

More information for interested companies:

Background: CC0
New: hackathon

Help fix some really difficult problems
Select a FOSS project in need of meeting physically
Bring the project team to Brussels
Let them work together for 1-3 days
Planned for November 2018
More communication

Awareness about EU-FOSSA 2

Awareness about the importance of software security in general

Listening to you
The ultimate goal

Try different methods of addressing security of open source software used at the EU institutions

Make investment into the security of open source software a permanent action of the EU

... while improving OSS security already!
Questions

DIGIT-OSS-STRATEGY@ec.europa.eu

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/eu-fossa